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This week the weather has been mixed with some days being sunny and calm
and other days there being heavy rain and strong gusts of wind, but this hasn't
stopped anglers coming out to enjoy a days fishing. Anglers who have been
fishing have been enjoying great fishing at the moment with a lot of them
bagging up catching their limits of 3 and 4 fish, fish are rising everywhere
and are feeding off the surface so spring is definitely in the air there have
been hatches of fly's around the lake already because of some milder air we
have had so dry flies have been working well and catching fish sedges, grey
dusters, hoppers and claret hoppers have been working the best but I'm sure
other small dry flies would pick some fish up too. Either intermediate or
floating line has been working well over the last week but always change
your tactics and adapt to the conditions on the day you fish this will make a
big difference and you will start to hit into fish. Other flies that have been
working well are cats whiskers, hothead damsels, black buzzers, green
buzzers, lime green blobs, diawl Bach's, snake flies, black and green Fritz
and apps bloodworm. Anglers are reporting back how hard the fish are
fighting especially the blues and that they are in perfect condition so why not
call down and see if you can catch one of these hard fighting blues.

The lake is open as normal for business we are watching the news carefully
about the coronavirus and are staying updated daily, until the government
says that all businesses have to close we will remain open for business as
normal.

The lake will be CLOSED this Sunday the 22nd of March for our Winter
League Competition sorry for any inconvenience this may cause, but we
are open as normal on Saturday.

FLY:

Dale Evans    3 fish   9lb 8oz  Caught on a apps bloodworm.

Rory Thomas  4 fish  13lb 2oz Caught on a buzzer.

Barry Watkins  3 fish  14lb 5oz Caught on a nomad.


